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Dear Convener, 
 
UPDATE ON EARLY LEARNING AND CHILDCARE ISSUES 
Ahead of my Committee appearance tomorrow (9 December) I wanted to write to the 
Education and Skills Committee with a short update on two early learning and childcare 
related issues. 
 
NURSERY RATES RELIEF 
On Friday 4 December, the Deputy First Minister announced that the Nursery Rates Relief 
Scheme will be extended to at least June 2023.  
 
The Nursery Rates Relief Scheme provides 100% relief on non-domestic rates (NDR) for 
premises used only as a day nursery or mainly as a day nursery. The Scheme was 
introduced in April 2018 and was initially legislated to end on 31 March 2021. 
 
The extension will allow for a full evaluation of the impact of the day nursery relief on 
providers, parents and carers – which is a recommendation of the Barclay Review of non-
domestic rates. 
 
More information is available here. 

 
DEFERRAL  
As you know, in October 2019, I confirmed that I would bring forward legislation in this 
parliamentary session to ensure that all children who defer, can access funded ELC in their 
deferred year. 
 
I am delighted to confirm that yesterday (7 December) the necessary Scottish Statutory 
Instrument (SSI) was laid in the Scottish Parliament, commencing the parliamentary scrutiny 
process. The purpose of the SSI (which is referred to as the Provision of Early Learning and 
Childcare (Specified Children) (Scotland) Amendment Order 2020) is to entitle all children 
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who defer, to an additional year of funded ELC for all families who wish this as an option for 
their child from August 2023.  

Ahead of August 2023, we will continue to work with COSLA and local authorities to consider 
implementation of the policy.  That will include discussion about potential early 
implementation and considering learning, such as from authorities that are already delivering 
this policy in part or in full, or those who adopt the policy in advance of August 2023 as a 
result of local policy decision. Until the legislation comes into force, local authorities continue 
to have the power to use their discretion to provide funded ELC in a deferred year for August 
to December born children whose school entry is deferred.  Such decisions should be based 
on an assessment of the child’s wellbeing. 

I look forward to the opportunity to discuss these, and other, issues with the Committee this 
week. 

MAREE TODD 
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